SUV VERSATILITY. OMG DESIRABILITY.

You can have it all in the new 2018 Acadia. Inside, a premium, quiet, versatile cabin is ready for anything. Outside, the sculpted design looks good everywhere. Acadia is a reminder that the same passion and purpose that drive you also drive us to set our own standards and prove that Professional Grade isn’t merely a label, it’s a way of life. Acadia is a shining example that, like you, we’re all pros. We take a strong stance for what we believe in—and pursue it like a pro.
THE ART OF UTILITY

ACADIA SLT-1 IN BLUE STEEL METALLIC shown with available equipment.
CAPTIVATE LIKE A PRO

A BLANK SLATE, A TRADITION OF BOLDNESS, AND A PERSONALITY THAT CUTS THROUGH THE BLAND. OUT OF THIS ARRIVES ACADIA.
THE PEAK. THE PINNACLE. THE NAME SAYS IT ALL.

Acadia Denali is the highest elevation of Acadia. Up front, its purposeful styling begins with a unique dimensional chrome grille and HID headlamps with LED signature lighting. It continues with a hands-free power liftgate, 20” bright aluminum wheels with Midnight Silver accents, body-color lower cladding, chrome-accented door handles and an available dual SkyScape sunroof.
Acadia Denali accommodates family and friends in refined, quiet and comfortable surroundings. It offers authentic materials such as wood accents, warm-tone burnish aluminum trim and Denali-specific leather appointments with a smooth, premium feel. Refinements continue with Denali-embroidered head restraints, heated and ventilated front seats, heated second-row outboard seats accented with French seam stitching and an automatic heated steering wheel. Denali also offers an easy second-row pass-through to the third row.
DESIGNED AROUND YOU

Slide into Acadia and discover it’s made for you. We set out to create unsurpassed levels of fit, finish, and overall craftsmanship. It’s the key to an outstanding level of refinement throughout Acadia.

PREMIUM SEATING

To enhance ride enjoyment, the seats are designed to provide exceptional comfort. Choose available heated or heated and ventilated (on Denali front seats) and available heated second-row outboard seats.

AUTHENTIC MATERIALS

The satin-finish aluminum trim is inspired by today’s refined products and furnishings. Denali presents real wood accents and embroidered front head restraints and its own warm-tone burnish aluminum for a distinctive style.

INTEGRATED STORAGE

Ingeniously positioned storage bins don’t interrupt cabin flow. In the second row, a rear facing console drawer (not available on the five-passenger All Terrain) is the ideal place to secure small electronics.

INSTRUMENT PANEL DESIGN

To provide the best ergonomics, information and controls are presented in an easy to engage style, while a soft-touch surface offers a premium feel.

RELAXED CABIN LIGHTING

Blue and white lighting on the instrument panel and touch-screen display provide a warm welcome. This combination creates a calming atmosphere that forms the centerpiece of the interior design.

PRECISE FIT AND FINISH

Throughout the cabin, elements come together perfectly—from the way the aluminum integrates with trim panels to how the center console and the doors flow smoothly into the instrument panel.

ACADIA DENALI INTERIOR IN JET BLACK shown with available equipment.
PERFORM LIKE A PRO

THE GREATEST INNOVATIONS SHARE THE UNCOMMON TRAIT OF MAKING OUR LIVES EASIER, MORE EXCITING AND BETTER OVERALL. THEN AND ONLY THEN HAVE WE ACHIEVED PROFESSIONAL GRADE.
For all its premium refinements, versatility and life-enhancing technologies, Acadia is still about your ride. That’s why we tuned Acadia to seamlessly integrate a multitude of available advanced technologies. Choose the effortless acceleration of the available 3.6L V-6 with Active Fuel Management or the impressive efficiency of the 2.5L I-4 with Stop/Start technology. Acadia also offers powerful braking, an electronically controlled Drive Mode Selector and an available highly capable off-road All-Wheel-Drive system. They all produce a memorable driving experience. For a closer look, simply turn the page.
TRACTION SELECT DRIVE MODE SELECTOR

For the ultimate in versatility, this available feature allows you to select how Acadia responds and adapts to various driving conditions. You select the desired driving mode in real time to adapt to terrain and weather—Sport, Snow, Tow/Haul (if equipped) and, on AWD models, going from 2WD to AWD and vice versa on the fly.

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE REAL-TIME DAMPING

To produce a smoother, controlled ride, the available system on SLT-2 and Denali AWD models automatically minimizes vibrations using sophisticated sensors to tailor the suspension personality to fit the moment.

CORROSION-RESISTANT DURALIFE BRAKE ROTORS

GMC engineers used patented Ferritic Nitro-Carburizing (FNC) technology that can help double rotor life.

RACK-MOUNTED ELECTRONIC POWER STEERING

The electric variable-assist power rack-and-pinion steering system on Acadia provides precise handling.

THE ROAD: GAIN CONTROLLING INTEREST

We can’t repave the roads or change the weather, but now Acadia can help make it seem that way. To do that, Acadia offers several ride and handling technologies, as well as powerfully efficient engine options.

ADVANCED TWIN-CLUTCH ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE SYSTEM (All Terrain)

This innovation heightens off-road capability by applying torque to the wheel that needs it most.

The direct-injected engine utilizes Stop/Start technology, which saves you money while delivering a smooth, seamless performance. It also includes active grille shutters for maximum aerodynamic efficiency.
A PASSION FOR TRAILERING

To help you pursue your weekend passions, we engineered Acadia with a trailering capability of up to 4,000 lbs with the available 3.6L V-6.

HILL START ASSIST

Sensors automatically detect when Acadia is on a 5 percent grade or more. The system holds the brakes momentarily until the accelerator is pressed, preventing rollback.

TOW/HAUL MODE

To give you even more power to accelerate when trailering or hauling heavy loads, the available Tow/Haul Mode feature raises transmission upshift points.

REAR VISION CAMERA AND ACTIVE TOW SYSTEM

The center screen serves as your monitor for the camera. Its dynamic grid lines help when hitching a trailer. The available Active Tow System adds a center grid line to help when backing up or hitching a trailer and real-time viewing of your trailer while you’re moving.

V-6 TRAILERING PACKAGE

This includes a factory-installed hitch, seven-pin wiring harness, Class III trailer hitch, heavy-duty cooling system and the Active Tow System in the Rear Vision Camera System. This available package boosts Acadia’s trailer weight rating to 4,000 lbs.

TRAILER SWAY CONTROL

This helps keep both you and your trailer heading in the same direction, automatically. It detects a swaying trailer and applies Acadia’s brakes to help bring it back in line.

---

1 Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the trailering section of the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amount you can tow.
AN OBJECT’S TRUE BEAUTY GOES BEYOND ITS FORM. THE MARK OF WELL-CONCEIVED AND EXECUTED FUNCTIONALITY IS WHEN IT MAKES EVERYDAY TASKS A PLEASURE.
TIME WELL SPENT

You spend a lot of time behind the steering wheel. Acadia is designed to ensure it’s the most comfortable, sophisticated, quiet and accommodating time of your day. Acadia SLT begins with seats that support your body for exceptional ride enjoyment no matter how far you travel. Acadia also offers available heated front and second-row outboard seats. And getting to the third row is simple with just one hand thanks to the easy-to-use second-row Smart Slide seats.

On the outside, Acadia SLT’s style fits in everywhere. It introduces itself with a signature dimensional grille and nearly seamless wraparound rear-window glass. To help Acadia SLT maintain its style over time, lower bodyside cladding adds a rugged, durable finish.
ADAPTS AS EASILY AS YOU DO

Because your life is all about being productive during the day and enjoying a night out with family and friends, Acadia is here to accommodate. Perhaps the best enablers of this versatility are the second-row Smart Slide seats that require just one hand to easily access the third row.

SMART SLIDE SEATS

The second-row passenger-side Smart Slide seat tips, pitches and slides for easy third-row access—even when an empty forward-facing child seat is attached using the LATCH system.

The tip/slide option on the driver’s side of the seat folds and slides the second row, offering ample room for entry and exit. And it can all be done using just one hand.

REAR-SEAT REMINDER

This feature is activated when a second-row door is opened or closed during or just before a trip. When Acadia is turned off, under certain conditions, an audible chime and a message in the Driver Information Center remind you to check the second row.

NUMEROUS SEATING/CARGO ARRANGEMENTS

Acadia’s remarkable versatility ensures comfortable accommodations for all passengers while still providing expansive cargo capacity. A flat 50/50 split-folding third-row bench seat makes cargo loading easier while preventing items from sliding around. Release levers allow you to easily fold the second-row seat from the rear of Acadia.

POWER LIFTGATE

Select Acadia models benefit from an available key fob-operated programmable and height-adjustable power liftgate. Acadia Denali features the convenience of a foot-activated hands-free power liftgate.
Some of the best areas of our country have no paved roads. But that won’t stop you thanks to the Acadia All Terrain with an advanced twin-clutch AWD system. In true GMC dedication, style didn’t lose out to rugged capability. In fact, refinement is quickly apparent in All Terrain’s exclusive stealthy, sporty design. Its unique tone-on-tone look utilizes black chrome and dark accents to create a distinctive appearance, as do the All Terrain grille, badge, side panel, roof rails, aluminum wheels and mirror caps.
GET AWAY WITHOUT ROUGHING IT

Creating the Acadia All Terrain meant balancing its obvious rugged capabilities with a premium, ultra-supportive environment. We began by designing a cabin and seating environment inspired by outdoor gear. Then, we added seats that are comfortable even when the going gets rough. Choose five- or available six- or seven-passenger seating. All Terrain five-passenger models also add two covered under-floor bins to store your gear in a safe, secure, easily accessible location.

Available fall 2017.
OUT AND ABOUT. ALWAYS IN TOUCH.

When it comes to keeping us connected, informed and entertained, we believe the smarter the technology, the more mobile, intuitive and easy to use it has to be. The 2018 Acadia is all about that.

PHONE INTEGRATION
Acadia offers Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility.2 With Apple CarPlay™, the apps you love on your iPhone® come alive through Siri® or the built-in display, while Android Auto easily integrates the power and functionality of your Android™ phone into Acadia. Just plug into the USB3 outlet and go.

VOICE AND TOUCH-SCREEN NAVIGATION4
In response to your voice or touch, Acadia’s available Navigation System displays 2-D or 3-D map graphics. Also included, NavTraffic5 (with 3 trial months of SiriusXM) incorporates real-time traffic and road conditions.

4G WI-FI® HOTSPOT1
The 4G Wi-Fi service means a fast internet connection for web-enabled devices when Acadia is running. It’s reliable, powerful and easy to use, and can connect up to seven devices up to 50 feet around Acadia.

CUSTOMIZED DRIVER DISPLAY
On Denali models, the available system provides a bird’s-eye view of the area around Acadia. It’s helpful for reducing blind spots and in low-speed situations such as parking. Also available is the Active Tow System to help when hitching a trailer.

INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM6 WITH 7” OR 8” SCREEN
The GMC Infotainment System features full-color, 7” or available 8” diagonal screens for easy viewing and voice-activated control of your smartphone. You can receive vocalized text messages, benefit from Siri Eyes Free7 assistance, connect libraries from multiple devices and store phone contacts.

BOSE® PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
The optional Bose eight-speaker system with subwoofer is engineered to give you the realism and presence of a live performance.

1 Requires a compatible mobile device, active service and data plan. 4G service available in select markets. Visit onstar.com for coverage map, details and system limitations. Data plan provided by AT&T®.
2 Vehicle user interfaces are products of Apple® and Google™ and their terms and privacy statements apply. Requires compatible smartphone. Data plan rates apply.
3 Not compatible with all devices.
4 Map coverage available in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada.
5 If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject to change. For more information about NavTraffic, visit siriusxm.com/navtraffic. For more information about Travel Link, visit siriusxm.com/travellink. Sirius, XM, SiriusXM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio, Inc.
6 Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth® and smartphone. Some devices require USB connectivity. Data plan rates apply.
7 Requires GMC Infotainment System and compatible iPhone® running iOS 6 or newer.
Since we only have eyes in the front of our heads, Acadia Denali offers GMC’s expansive Surround Vision system. Each is a bird’s eye view of the area surrounding your Acadia. This is just one example of GMC’s comprehensive approach to intuitive safety technologies to help you and your passengers stay safe from potential mishaps.

**SAFETY ALERT DRIVER SEAT**
Relaying inputs from available features such as Forward Collision Alert and Lane Keep Assist, this available seat helps alert the driver of potential traffic threats using directional vibration pulses within the seat cushion.

**FRONT PEDESTRIAN BRAKING**
This available system issues visual and seat-vibration alerts when Acadia is getting too close to a detected pedestrian and will take measures to reduce Acadia’s speed to help avoid or reduce the impact.

**FORWARD COLLISION ALERT**
This available system helps warn you when you’re rapidly approaching another detected vehicle and it appears a front-end collision is imminent.

**LANE KEEP ASSIST WITH LANE DEPARTURE WARNING**
This available feature helps the driver keep Acadia in its lane to avoid unintentional lane changes. It assists by gently turning the steering wheel if Acadia approaches a detected lane marking without the turn signal being activated. Lane Departure Warning will alert you when you cross over the lane markings.

**LANE CHANGE ALERT WITH SIDE BLIND ZONE ALERT**
Working with Side Blind Zone Alert, available Lane Change Alert uses long-range radar to help detect and warn you of fast-approaching traffic in the next lane. Available Side Blind Zone Alert uses sensors to monitor blind spots, alerting you via visual warnings in the outside mirrors.

**REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT**
This available feature helps alert you to oncoming traffic, especially in parking lot situations. Using radar technology, it looks about 65 feet to the left and right behind Acadia and uses the Rear Vision Camera System screen and Safety Alert Driver Seat (if equipped) to issue warnings.

**ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL**
Available on Denali models, Adaptive Cruise Control uses a radar-based system and Forward Automatic Braking to allow the vehicle to automatically follow a detected vehicle at the driver-selected following gap while the driver steers.

Safety features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner. The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Refer to the vehicle Owner’s Manual for important feature limitations and information.

**SURROUND VISION**
On Denali models, available Surround Vision replaces the Rear Vision Camera System to offer a view around Acadia. It is helpful for reducing blind spots and viewing pavement markings, other vehicles, curbs and general surroundings.
ADD YOUR OWN STYLE

GMC Accessories are designed so you can personalize your Acadia to fit your style as well as your needs. They’re also engineered and tested to meet Professional Grade standards.

ASSIST STEPS
Get in and out of your Acadia with ease, and improve your reach to roof-mounted cargo, with these stylish integrated assist steps. They feature an integrated step pad for sure-footed traction.

INTEGRATED CARGO LINER
The liner covers the cargo area floor as well as the back of the third-row seats, providing enhanced protection for Acadia’s interior. It articulates with the third-row seatbacks and doesn’t need to be removed when carrying passengers in the third row. Not available on All Terrain.

ROOF RACK CROSS RAIL PACKAGE
Make it easy to attach a cargo carrier with these roof rack cross rails. They add functionality and style and can accommodate up to 220 lbs.¹

REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
The system has dual 7-in monitors and DVD players. Control it all from the front seat. Wireless headphones and a remote control allow rear passengers to enjoy the audio. Includes USB and RCA inputs.¹

INTEGRATED ASSIST STEPS

INTEGRATED CARGO LINER

ROOF RACK CROSS RAIL PACKAGE

REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

PREMIUM ALL-WEATHER FLOOR LINERS
These liners expand their all-weather coverage with raised edges that follow and protect the floor and trim contours. They offer a textured anti-slip pattern that helps trap debris and water for maximum carpet coverage. Second-row liners have an interlocking feature that enables easy removal for cleaning. Available in Jet Black, Dark Ash Gray and Cocoa.

CARGO SECURITY SHADE
Keep the cargo area of the Acadia hidden with this retractable cargo security shade. Available in Jet Black, Light Ash Gray and Shale.

ALL TERRAIN CARGO STABILIZER
It mounts to the cargo area floor rails in your All Terrain. The stabilizer helps prevent shifting of cargo while Acadia is moving and helps keep larger items contained.

ALL TERRAIN TIE-DOWN RINGS
These sliding rings (set of four) mount to the floor rails in the cargo area of your All Terrain. They can be positioned anywhere along the length of the rails, providing flexibility to secure cargo of varying sizes.

¹Not compatible with all devices. ²To go and head-up display/battery weight and destination.
### MODELS

|               | DENALI | SLT  | SLE  | SL   |  |  |
|---------------|--------|------|------|------| |  |
| EXTERIOR COLORS |        |      |      |      | |  |
|               |        |      |      |      | |  |
| INTERIOR COLORS AND SEATING SURFACES |        |      |      |      | |  |
|               |        |      |      |      | |  |
| ALL TERRAIN PACKAGE |        |      |      |      | |  |
|               |        |      |      |      | |  |

### EXTerior COLORS

- Jet Black/Jet Black
- Premium Cloth
- Burnish Aluminum Timberline Luxury Brown Nehalem Wood
- Axiom Aluminum
- Dark Ash Gray/Light Ash Gray
- Jet Black/Jet Black
- Perforated Leather-Appointed
- Cocoa/Shale
- Leather-Appointed
- Jet Black/Jet Black Cloth with Unique All Terrain Accents
- Dark Aluminum
- Jet Black/Kalahari
- Perforated Leather-Appointed
- Cocoa/Light Ash Gray
- Perforated Leather-Appointed
- Luxury Brown
- Black Cherry Metallic

### KEY

- ●: STANDARD
- ○: AVAILABLE
- ◯: NOT AVAILABLE

---

**NOTES**

- **Extra-cost color.**
- **Denali only.**
- **Not available on SL.**
- **Not available on SLE-1.**
- **Not available on Denali.**
- **Not available on All Terrain.**

**MODELS**

- Denali
- SLT
- SLE
- SL

**EXTERIOR COLORS**

- See your dealer for more availability details.

---

**INTERIOR COLORS AND SEATING SURFACES**

- ALL TERRAIN PACKAGE
- Jet Black/Jet Black
- Premium Cloth
- Burnish Aluminum Timberline Luxury Brown Nehalem Wood
- Axiom Aluminum
- Dark Ash Gray/Light Ash Gray
- Jet Black/Jet Black
- Perforated Leather-Appointed
- Cocoa/Shale
- Leather-Appointed
- Jet Black/Jet Black Cloth with Unique All Terrain Accents
- Dark Aluminum
- Jet Black/Kalahari
- Perforated Leather-Appointed
- Cocoa/Light Ash Gray
- Perforated Leather-Appointed
- Luxury Brown
- Black Cherry Metallic

**KEY**

- ●: STANDARD
- ○: AVAILABLE
- ◯: NOT AVAILABLE

---

**NOTES**

- **Extra-cost color.**
- **Denali only.**
- **Not available on SL.**
- **Not available on SLE-1.**
- **Not available on Denali.**
- **Not available on All Terrain.**

---

**MODELS**

- Denali
- SLT
- SLE
- SL

**EXTERIOR COLORS**

- See your dealer for more availability details.
WHEELS FIT FOR AN ACADIA

Building a Professional Grade SUV like the 2018 Acadia means engineering every inch of it from the ground up—including the wheels it rides on.

That’s why you’ll find a selection of specially designed GMC wheels in a range of styles. Your dealer will provide wheel availability details.

Standard on SLT-1

Standard on SL and SLE-1

WITH LIGHT ACCENTS (RTG)

WITH LIGHT ACCENTS (RSZ)

18” MACHINED ALUMINUM

Standard on All Terrain (SLT-1)

WITH DARK ACCENTS (SSZ)

20” MACHINED ALUMINUM

Standard on Denali

MIDNIGHT SILVER ACCENTS (RTU)

20” BRIGHT ALUMINUM WITH

2.5L direct-injection I-4 VVT with Stop/Start technology

Driver-selectable on-demand All-Wheel-Drive system. Includes active twin-clutch system on All Terrain models.

DRIVETRAIN

DISC BRAKES

MECHANICAL

ELECTRONIC CRUISE CONTROL

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Includes cargo tie-downs and cargo rails. Included and only available with All Terrain Package.

TEEN DRIVER TECHNOLOGY

A configurable feature that lets you activate customizable vehicle settings associated with a key fob, to encourage safe driving behavior. It can limit certain vehicle features, and it prevents certain safety systems from being turned off. An in-vehicle report gives you information on your teen’s driving habits and helps you to continue to coach your new driver.

Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the trailering section of the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and trailering load may affect vehicle handling.

ACTIVE TOW SYSTEM

Heavy-duty cooling system and 7-pin wiring harness. Requires V-6 engine. On SL, SLE-1, SLT-1, SLT-2, SLT-3 and Denali models.

TRAILING PACKAGE

Includes Geschke electronic stability control system and traction control.

ACADIA SPECIFICATIONS

STEERING

MacPherson strut front and 5-link rear independent suspension

BRAKES

6-speed automatic electronically controlled with overdrive

TRAILER HITCH

Dual outlets (V-6 models)

ENGINE OIL LIFE MONITOR

ENGINE BLOCK HEATER

2.5L direct-injection I-4 VVT with Stop/Start technology

Front-Wheel Drive

Stability control system and traction control

CLIMATE CONTROL

Tri-zone air conditioning with individual climate settings for driver and front-seat occupants. On All Terrain models with 5-passenger seating, rear-seat climate controls are replaced with air vents.

LIGHTING

Rear window electric

CUPHOLDERS

Front center console with storage. Includes rear storage drawer. Storage drawer not available with SL or SLT-1 models.

CONSOLES

Overhead console with map lights. On SLT-1, SLT-2 and Denali models, includes Universal Home Remote. Controls are replaced with air vents.

POWER WINDOWS

With driver express-up/-down and passenger express-down controls.

POWER OUTLET

Inside rearview, auto-dimming

REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

UNIVERSAL HOME REMOTE

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

SUNROOF

KEY

UNIVERSAL HOME REMOTE and requires 8” diagonal color touch-screen with GMC Infotainment System.

SEATS

8-way power driver and front-passenger seat with power recline and lumbar control

8-way power driver with power recline. Includes 2-way manual front-passenger seat with manual recline.

SEATING

Premium, Denali-specific, carpeted for all 3 rows

— — — — —

— —

— — — — —

CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Includes cargo tie-downs and cargo rails. Included and only available with All Terrain Package.

PREMIUM HEAVY-DUTY, ALL TERRAIN-SPECIFIC

Premium heavy-duty, All Terrain-specific. Included and only available with All Terrain Package.

PREMIUM, DUAL-ZONE AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL

Interior with theater dimming, cargo compartment, reading lights for front seats, second-row reading lamps integrated into dome light, door- and liftgate-activated switches and illuminated interior rearview mirror.

CRUISE CONTROL

ELECTRONIC CRUISE CONTROL

2

Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth® and smartphone. Some devices require additional operating system features.

INFORMATION DISPLAY

Rear Vision Information Center

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

SMART VISION CAMERA SYSTEM

Includes backup camera. On V-6 models.

TECHNOLOGY PACKAGES

Driving assistant systems included on SLT-2 and Denali:

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

— — — — —

— — — — —

Paint is subject to change without notice and may not be available in all areas.

For detailed information on all available Technology Packages, see your dealer.

For complete details on all systems and features, see your owner’s manual. Not all features may be available on every vehicle. GMC reserves the right to make changes to product offering without notice.

and Android Auto™ compatibility5 and voice-activated technology for radio and phone. Also includes AM/FM/SiriusXM6 (standard for 3 months), USB ports,3 auxiliary jack, Bluetooth4 streaming audio for music and select phones, Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto compatibility5 and voice-activated technology for radio and phone.

Includes 8" diagonal color touch-screen with GMC Infotainment System.2

Automatic Braking

4G8 BLUETOOTH4 NAVTRAFFIC6 SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO6 AUDIO 6-speaker system

8" DIAGONAL COLOR TOUCH-SCREEN WITH GMC INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM2 TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE

Includes memory settings for driver seat and outside rearview mirrors.

Includes Forward Collision Alert and Safety Alert Driver Seat

Includes Lane Change Alert with Side Blind Zone Alert, Rear Cross Traffic Alert, IntelliBeam, automatic high-beam on/off indicator, and Rear Vision Camera System.7

Includes bird's-eye view of front, side and rear-vision cameras. Included and included with Driver Alert Package II.

Driver Alert Package I

Includes Driver Alert Package II.

Driver Alert Package II

Includes Rear Liftgate Alert System with Power Liftgate.

Includes bird's-eye view of front, side and rear-vision cameras. Included and included with Driver Alert Package II.

Includes Bird’s-Eye View Camera. Included and included with Driver Alert Package II.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM

Includes Tire Fill Alert. Does not monitor spare tire.

TIRES

Includes all-season P235/60R18 tires. Includes Continental®« Ultra Touring® 2 tires and Performance Tires (SLT-1 only).

17” LONGITUDE ALLOY WHEELS

18” DENALI ALLOY WHEELS

20” ALL-TERRAIN ALLOY WHEELS

STEERING

STEERING WHEEL

Steering Wheel Audio Controls

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding and driver-side auto-dimming, body-color outside mirrors.

Heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

Heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRRORS

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

Right, Driver-Side: Heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

Left, Driver-Side: Heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR HEAT

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding and driver-side auto-dimming, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR ADJUST

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR AUTO-DIM

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding and driver-side auto-dimming, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR ADJUST

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR FOLD

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR REAR-VIEW

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Auto-Dimming

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Auto-Tilt

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Folding

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Tilt

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Adjust

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror

Includes heated, power-adjustable, manual-folding, body-color. Includes black mirror caps when All Terrain Package is ordered.

OUTSIDE MIRROR Power Side-Mirror
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PEACE OF MIND

Pre-Guided Protection is standard on every 2018 Acadia. From maintenance to protecting your entire vehicle, you can drive with confidence.

INCLUDES 2 MAINTENANCE VISITS DURING THE FIRST 2 YEARS/24,000 MILES
3-YEAR/36,000-MILE BUMPER-TO-BUMPER LIMITED WARRANTY
5-YEAR/60,000-MILE POWERTRAIN LIMITED WARRANTY
5-YEAR/60,000-MILE ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE/COURTESY TRANSPORTATION

Maintenance visits must occur within 2 years or 24,000 miles of vehicle delivery, whichever comes first. Does not include air filters. See participating dealer for other restrictions and complete details.

WE’RE AS CLOSE AS THE BLUE BUTTON

Connect to a specially trained Emergency Medical Dispatch-certified Advisor just by pushing the blue OnStar button in your Acadia.

EMERGENCY HELP WHEN IT MATTERS MOST. OnStar protects you and your passengers in the event of an emergency with the right help, right when you need it.

AUTOMATIC CRASH RESPONSE: Using built-in sensors, Automatic Crash Response can connect you to an OnStar Advisor immediately after a crash to help get you the care you need— even if you can’t ask for it. Using Injury Severity Prediction technology, professionally trained Advisors can notify first responders about the likelihood of serious injury so they can provide the right help, right away. You can have confidence knowing you have a team, 24/7, to get you the assistance you need.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE: If you’ve got a flat tire or are low on gas, just push the blue OnStar button, and an Advisor will get things moving with Roadside Assistance. We can use GPS technology to pinpoint where you are and send a tow truck or whatever help you need. No matter how far you are from home, you’re empowered with solutions that keep you moving.

CRISIS ASSIST. During severe weather or a crisis, OnStar can provide critical guidance during your time of need. With Crisis Alert, our Advisors provide a fast, knowledgeable resource for emergency assistance, special routing assistance and other services. We’re a 24-hour connection and central point of contact for help when you need it most.

SECURITY PROTECTION: YOU CAN COUNT ON. Breathe easy knowing a comprehensive suite of Stolen Vehicle Assistance services is available to help protect your vehicle.

Stolen Vehicle Assistance: If your vehicle is stolen, you can be assured OnStar Advisors are ready to take action. Once you report your vehicle stolen, they can pinpoint its location, work with the police to quickly recover it, slow the vehicle if the conditions are safe to do so and even prevent it from restarting. And with Theft Alarm Notification, if your vehicle alarm sounds, we’ll let you know via text, email and/or a phone call. One simple call puts a team into action to help recover your vehicle quickly and safely.
Join the conversation and share your passion for all things Professional Grade. At GMC, we don’t want you to merely follow us on social media. We’d like to start a dialogue so we can learn more about each other.

CONVERSATION STARTER

SATURDAY AND GMC CONNECTED SERVICES

For 2018, Acadia comes with the Pro Grade Protection Plan, which includes two maintenance visits, 3-year/36,000-mile New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. The special body company, assembler, equipment installer or upfitter is solely responsible for their warranty. Equipment vehicle (or chassis) as distributed by General Motors are not covered by the General Motors New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. Installations or alterations to the original equipment vehicle (or chassis) as distributed by General Motors are not covered by the General Motors New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. Claims are based on the latest information available at the time of printing and GM Mid-SUV segment. Since some information may have been updated since the time of printing, please check with your GMC dealer for complete details. GMC reserves the right to lengthen or shorten model years or to start and end model years at different times. All competitive variations in manufacture and equipment. Since some options may be available at pricing levels in one or more countries, the manufacturer may modify packages to meet local market conditions. We have tried to make this catalog comprehensive and factual. How much you can earn or redeem. Learn more at buypowercard.com/catalog. YOUR CARD IS THE KEY.™
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Visit us at gmc.com